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Things about the homeless

you might not know

There might be quite some things that people do not 
realize about homeless people. In this article, I will try to 
address some of the things I have noticed about my 
fellow homeless people and have learned from being 
homeless myself. Before I became homeless I had some 
of these misconceptions myself.

A misconception about homeless people is that they 
cause problems and commit crimes. In my time out on 
the street, I have met a lot of homeless people, and I 
found that most of them tend to be very nice people, and 
the last thing on our minds is causing trouble or 
committing crimes. 

Because of our situation we tend to be in ‘survival 
mode’, which means we do not want to get noticed, we 
want to stay out of trouble, we want to protect the little 
bit that we do have, and we cannot do that by causing 
problems or committing crimes.

Because we cannot keep our belongings in a safe place, 
homeless people tend to get stolen from a lot. The only 
(semi-)safe place we have would be something like a 
tent, and even then we live with a constant fear of 
someone stealing stuff from inside and/or someone 
tearing up the tent, or stealing it completely. Can you 
imagine as a person with a home coming home to see the
entire building is gone?

Another thing that is associated with homeless people is 
smelly clothes, unwashed and unshaven appearance and 
constant drinking and/or being high.

Thanks to the services provided in Lancaster homeless 
people can actually take showers, get haircuts, do 
laundry and get new clothes on a pretty regular basis. So 
a lot of the people you see walking around Lancaster, 
looking nice, looking well-groomed and well behaved 
might actually be homeless people.

It is true however that because of the stress and 
sometimes mental problems that homeless people might 
have there is a possibility that the effort and time it takes 
to stay clean, getting new clothes and keep from getting 
drunk and high is too much, and some people tend to fall 
into a depression and no longer care what they look like 
or smell like.

With the city shutting down or limiting the services and 
public facilities available to homeless people makes it 
harder to keep up on staying clean, healthy and sane. 
After all, we live on the street/desert. We don’t have a 
private shower, private toilet, or even a safe place to 
sleep. So staying clean, healthy and sane is not as ‘easy’ 
without a home.

Don’t let your misconceptions shape how you see, talk or
behave towards a homeless person. We are all humans 
and deserve each other’s respect.

Written by Marco van den Heuvel.

Having accepted the reality of homelessness, and faced with the challenge of not 
having any stable or secure place to be, as well as not having a place to secure any 
personal property, finding a place to rest or sleep or an area to spend time can be a 
complicated matter.

Walking/riding a bike from one side of town to the other helps pass time, but, where 
do you go once you're too exhausted to take another step? It's imperative to set up a 
"home base", commonly referred to as a "homeless encampment".

Finding and maintaining your own corner of the world, while homeless, is surprisingly
challenging. Between local businesses not being a fan of homeless encampments, and 
law enforcement handing out citations, or worse, arresting and taking homeless 
individuals to jail, finding a place that’s out of the way yet still close to resources is 
mandatory.

Here are some helpful hints and survival tips for How To Find and Maintain a 
temporary place to call home:

1. Do NOT set up near areas that are fenced off, or have signs posted that clearly state 
"No Loitering," No Trespassing", "Private Property”, etc. If caught in those areas legal
action may be taken against you.

2. Stay as close as possible to a public restroom, for obvious reasons.

3. Decide whether or not you want to stay in areas where there are other homeless 
encampments, there are pros and cons to both, however, for safety reasons,  such as a 
medical emergency, it's best to be somewhere close to other people.

4. If you find an area you want to stay in but are unsure of any potential consequences 
that may occur as a result of your presence, just ask! Do not be shy, it's okay to ask 
permission, the worst they can say is no. Go to City Hall, or even the closest police 
station and ask for guidance in picking an area while working towards an alternative.

Once you find an area:

1. Pick up your trash! Trash is a serious problem and will create unsanitary living 
conditions for you, and will attract unwanted attention by City Officials and law 
enforcement. However, dumping laws prohibit you from throwing trash away in 
dumpsters that are not assigned to you, try to keep trash contained in Large cardboard 
boxes, furniture sized boxes, or ask permission before dumping garbage into someone 
else's dumpster.

2. Keep the noise level down, being loud or causing disruptions is a sure way to attract
problems.

3. Fires can have devastating consequences, at the same time can be life-saving 
especially during winter while temperatures can drop below freezing, please use 
caution and care, use a BBQ pit and make certain after that the fire is out entirely. Do 
not burn anything except suitable firewood, don't burn plastics or metals for the 
resulting fumes are toxic for you and the environment, don't burn batteries, it's very 
dangerous the result could be severe Burns and Please Never leave a fire unattended.

4. If you have any valuable personal belongings, for safekeeping, bury them in a box 
underground, leave a landmark so you may easily locate and retrieve them.

5. Keep ants and other insects from bothering your encampment by using these natural
remedies:

a) A couple of drops of lavender oil- repels flies/spiders
b) White vinegar around your area- repels ants
c) Place water and cayenne pepper in a water bottle, shake it and dump the mixture 
around areas where food is stored- kills and repels ants

These are just a few tips and ideas that are meant to keep you safe and out of trouble. 
Becoming homeless isn't an ideal situation for anyone, however, it does happen. How 
you got to where you are isn't as important as where you are going next. I want to 
strongly encourage seeking out as many resources as possible if you are currently 
experiencing homelessness.

Next months newsletter Project Black Hat will be talking all about how to take care of 
yourself while homeless on the streets.

Written by Sarah Odum.
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Just Deserts: A series on desert life 
#1 Red Tagging (an eviction notice for the homeless)

Today's story is about the homeless people of Lancaster. Some say their homelessness is a social condition based around being lazy, not having a 
job and not doing what they are supposed to do, while others know that poor financial situations and mental health issues can be the cause of 
becoming homeless.

Whatever you believe, it is a problem for Lancaster, but not in the way that you think. There are hundreds of homeless individuals roaming 
Lancaster at the moment, and they are treated like second rate citizens by some people like they don’t matter and don’t have any rights and only 
cause trouble.

The government of this city seems to be bent on trying to get rid of the homeless population like banning people from doing nice things for the 
homeless and banning feeding places from serving food at public locales like the park.

But, let's focus on one of the problems for the Homeless. The mayor of this city seems to want to eradicate homelessness by pushing the homeless 
people out of Lancaster, by any means necessary, this includes harassment, unnecessary detaining and questioning by police, destroying property of 
homeless people like their tents and forcing them out of the city by red-tagging the places they live, like tents. All this instead of helping the 
homeless get a job and/or a place to live.

Red Tagging is cops going around and literally giving eviction notices to homeless individuals by attaching a red-tag to their ‘home’ and giving 
them two weeks to move somewhere else. If after two weeks the homeless person has not moved, the cops will destroy all the belongings of the 
homeless person left on the property. They are taking away the homes that the homeless people made, which is like taking the only food a starving 
person has.

By doing the red-tagging they wind up pushing the homeless people several miles away from the center of the city, into the desert, where water is 
scarce and cooling/heating is absent, making things even more difficult for the homeless people.

The government of this city seems to want to paint the homeless as criminals and undesirables and not spend any money on helping the homeless. 
Instead, money is spent on making/keeping the center of town pretty (and free from homeless people) and building unneeded things like 
roundabouts (??)

It looks like the general attitude is that it is easier to be aggressive and shove the homeless community out of Lancaster. This needs to end now. 
How can we stop this? If we can ban together and work together, we might find that the homeless can actually be the solution. A big portion of the 
homeless individuals have quite some amazing skills, and given the opportunity could make their way out of homelessness, however, there is a bias 
in this city against homeless people, and most of those skilled individuals are never given a chance to prove themselves.

Also, for instance, there is a project underway called the Kensington Campus, a facility to provide shelter and services for the homeless. InSite 
Development LLC in Woodland Hills partnered with nonprofit The People Concern and Los Angeles County on the project expected to be 
completed next year on an empty plot on Avenue I. The project’s budget is about $21 million. L.A. County will pick up about $7 million for support
services through Measure H, a ballot initiative approved by voters in 2016 to raise money to help homeless people transition into housing. This is a 
great start to help end homelessness.

According to the most recent homeless count, the Antelope Valley has a population of 3,203 people without permanent homes, an 18 percent 
decline from the 3,825 people counted last year. This is good news! Unfortunately, we are still adding to the homeless problem in many ways. But, 
the main two solutions are very simple; give them homes, give them jobs. If we can supply the homeless these two basic needs, we can solve the 
homeless issue very quickly.

With homeless people in homes, they can shower and have food and sleep normally. And with jobs, they can earn money and make themselves 
sustainable.

The only way to end this issue is by working together. Your help is the only way to do that. Donate your money to homeless services and programs 
that offer such help. You can volunteer your time to help out as much as possible. But most importantly, when you see someone that is homeless, 
don't treat them like the problem; offer them help and be kind towards them. Only through honest kindness can we make Lancaster better.

Written by Robert Edwards.

Homeless Insider is a newsletter by the homeless community of Lancaster published by Street Company. If you have any questions, comments, suggestions or article contributions 
please send an email to info@streetcompany.org. Street Company is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization created by homeless people and their supporters.

A big thank you to all of our donors, supporters, contributors, family and friends.

An actual Red Tag (eviction notice for a homeless person)
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